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These remarks are based largely on the re:wits of continuing projt

funded at the University of Illinois by the Illinois Dep,Itrent of Adult,

Vocational, and Technical Education. The official title of ti., project

is "Development of a System for Assessing the Impact or Vocational

Education Research and Development on Vocational Education." Our short:

title is "Project Impact."

(In addition to the many contributions of project staff, I also

want to acknowledge the contributions of Ron McCoge to the early evol t;

and subsequent development of the project. ris position os director of

program improvement in the Department of Adult, Vocat,ioul and Technical

Education has been filled very ably by John Uoshburn, who continues to

work closely with us, but Pon is the 1.ert or person who can never be

replaced. By acknowledging Ron at this point, I am not trying to co-opt

him as a discussant. He may very well take issue with :,ome of that I say

at this symposium!)

Project Impact to Date

By way of background, you should have a brief review of our progress

to date. "Project Impact" is in its ':hird year of fund g. The purpose

of the project has been to identify and develop pocedore:, or complying

with the impact requirements of Public Law 94-422. To Lhic end, "Project

Impact" has studied five problems: (I) t.,(v.! define iLoet, (2) bow

to assess impact, (3) l:o to show cause and effect rel,!tki:iship:; br..Lween

R & D activities and changes in the vocational education tea .hiinj-

learning situation, (4) how to predict the probability or impoct, and

(5) how to facilitate the impact of R & D activities.

It is the last problem, "how to facilitate the imp)ot of R & D

-activities", to which we are addressing most of our present efforts.

However, we continue to refine our tentative answers to the two problems

of "how to assess impact" and "how to predict the probability or im;;Licl.".
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Our thinking is that we need Lo specify the resul le; to he expected

through research efforts before we can attempt to assess impoct. le

need to specify goals (outcomes to be expected) prior to conducting

research and development efforts.

At the present time the responsibility for impact. eJ,se!,smont almost

always lies with the researche 3. In preparing a proposal for vocational

education R & D funding in Illieois, researchers are required to Include

a statement of intended impact of their proposed activity th.lt includes:

(1) target populations expected to be affected, (2) quantative efforts

expected for each target population, (3) qualitative efforts expected

for each target population, (4) the expected time frame for each effect,

(5) how the intended impact will be achieved, and (6) methods of

measuring/evaluating the activity's impact(s) intended and unintended

effects, and qualitative and quantitative effects. The researcher, if

funded for the activity, is then expected to update the funding agreement's

statement of impact with each quarterly progress report. This requirement

poses difficulty for some researchers who fail to see how the impact

assessment of their individual projects pertains to overall goals of the

state department'sdepartment's program. It also poses difficulty for reviewers who

rate project proposals without having a personal knowlede of program

goals or of how to assess potential impact. Researchers also find it

difficult to: (7) predict when the effects of their project activities

will peak, and (8) conceive how the long range impact of their work can

best be assessed.

In an earlier phase of our work, we concluded that "if educational

research is to have positive educational impact, it ,I;o1JId hf- charac-

terized by continuity . . . Almost every project should hi' part of a

coherent program of research in which problems are adeely inves-

gated before solutions are demonstrated. Such prociram!, of research

are more likely to have impact if there is continuity of effort on the

part of the researchers; continuity of goals and fundinq on the part of

organizations which fund research; continuity of succesful research

'results reported to consumers; and continuity of evaluation" (Cheney-

Stern and Evans, 1979, p. 10).



To respond to these concerns of continuity, we ore developin(1 a

system of assessing the impact of vocational education R & D to he used

by all involved, starting with the funder. In our proposed system,

each individual project is considered to be part of a larger program as

defined by the funder (in our case, this is the R & D section of the

Illinois Department of Adult, Vocational, and Technical Education).

Earlier in our research we were involved in the "top-down" and

"bottom-up" tracking of the outcomes of groups of projects which we

called "programs". For example, we looked at a group or projects which

were all concerned with instruction in vocational agriculture. Later,

we came to the conclusion that our groupings were somehat artificial.

Some of the project directors saw their own projects as part of a

personal research program, but generally, neither the project directors

nor the staff of the funding agency saw the grouping or projects into

"programs" in the same way that we did. Since then, we have come to

believe that program goals and program components for the research and

development activities supported by each funding agency should be defined

by that agency. Each program is defined as a group of R & D program

improvement projects which is seen by the funder as having ualon or

related goals. The intended program impact (long range) is based,

therefore, on the degree of achievement of similar goals by individual

projects. It is unlikely that these goals could be achieved totally by

any one project. Short term (interim) intended impact is based on the

achievement of individual project goals during the duration of the funded

efforts. In addition to intended impacts, all of which are likely to he

positive, there are unintended impacts, which may be either positive or

negative. Outcomes of programs are the algebraic sum of LH contributions

(intended and unintended) made by all of the individual projects within

that program. The sum of the contributions of each of ti;? & D agency's

programs constitutes the impact of that agency.

All of this is easier to say than to do. We expnct to continue

searching for knowledge about'impact for some time to core. In the next

year, "Project Impact" activities will be designed to assist fenders,

researchers, and practitioners to understand thoroughly the compoHents of



the impact assessment system. Individuol roles and re.4un.,ibilitie:, wil:

be clarified. To assist researchers with their task of ,.,.,c, sin :;

term (interim) impact, we are developing a handbook to facilitate the

assessment of impact that occurs during the lifetime of projects.

The Need for Tecifyjpg. EvecLed Impact

Four years have passed since COVERD reported that they could not

find documented impact of the results of millions of dollars of Fund,,d

vocational education research and development activi ties. Congyess

used this lack of documented impact, as the justification fur mandatiwi

consideration of impact during the funding process. PL 94-42 requires

that applicants for R & D contract'; in vocational education "derxmstrate

a reasonable probability" that the contract will result iH improved

teaching techniques or curriculum materials that would he used in a

"substantial numbrr of classrooms or other learning situations within

five years after termination of such contracts" (94th C::gress, 1976).

Since the imposition of that mandate, not only have additional millions

of dollars been used to fund research in vocational education, but a

substantial amount of money has also gone ii;te researching how we can

comply with PL 94-482 and how we can measure the iTpaot or research

and development. Researchers may quarrel with the languag,2 of the law

and with its emphasis on immediate payoff for each and ev,ary research

project, but few would argue against the need for demonstrating the

impact of research programs, which seems to us to be till! spirit of

the law.

Starting With Programs

Perhaps we have spent too much time and energy trying to figure

out how to measure project results or outcomes relaLiv.:: Lo the (.:Frort

we spend on specifying program goals and objectives. l i i mere clerly

and consistently we can specify goals and objectives, Liar.' easier the

job of specifying expected results.

Often project directors do not see a clear linkage bel.ren their

-individual projects and the overall plan of the funding agency, e.g. the

state RCU. Individual project goals should relate to RCU program goals

5



and in turn these program should relate to tit() nveroll goal oF

the RCU. The identification of this linkage is one area which often

has been overlooked or at least not clearly slated to individual project

directors. Project directors often do not know that programs exist,

let alone know the program goals to which they should relate. Defining

programs and program goals shou-id be one of the first stcp,:i in R & D

planning.

Ideally each funding agency (e.g. RCU) would identiry ancl

what constitutes its programs. Preferably this should LP done during

the priority development phase, as described by Ron cCiige (19f.1.0).

During this priority development phase, state RCU's generally gather

input from conferences, previous research reports, educotional

institutions, and surveys of constituent groups in order to establish

priorities for the following year. These priorities could then be

organized into programs which would help conceptualize an h & D plan

for the RCU for a specified period of time. Examples or such programs

might be the service areas of agriculture, iusiness, et(:. as well as

general programs such as special werk-cducatinn, art7inistration,

and interdisciplinary curriculum. Or they might be such ors

productivity, access, or job satisfaction.

Defining programs will assist project: directors in identifying

with the program on which they need to focus throughout tiKj project

efforts. It will also identify other projects which have Lein or arc

seeking to achieve the same program goals, thus fostering inter-project

linkages. Defining programs in this way will help to eritali01 the

connection between the research process and its expecied

Contributions to the well being of target populations .v;i11 1):.:cor1(2

clearer.

By identifying its own programs, each funding ilfv,:y WI)

maintains control of the type and number of program-. rbi w;;ich it. is

responsible. Each program probably shnuld have no 1(..,!: thin Lvo and

no more than ten related projects at any one time. La(h !Jote will

have a different number of programs and projects. The number or

programs it funds should he based on assessed needs and m;)ney avoilahle.
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The number of projects and their size should be based OH the needs of

each program and the speed with which those needs should ha mA.

Moving to Goals and Objectives

Establishing program goals is the next step which must be undertaku

by the funding agency (e.g. RCU). Determining program goals not only :lids

the process of planning for R & D but also identifies tiro outcam.2s to be

expected as a result of research related to the program. Program goal

such as curriculum improvement would necessarily be bre6de than project

goals. The expectation is that several individual projects will be

designed to achieve different aspects of the same major program goal.

This system provides a means by which related individual projects can

tie their goals to each other and to the goals determined by the RCU.

Project Goals

Once program goals have been established, specific obThaives for

meeting the goals can be determined. It is at this point that the

linkage between indiidual projects and vocational education R is D

programs can be clarified. it is li!:ely program objectives will

serve as a basis for guiding the development of project goals. In the

process of determining project goals, a project director can look at

the "overall picture" (represented by program goals) and addpt these

to local needs and goals; thus designing a unique set of goals for

an individual project. Conversely, the Funding agency will seek to be

sure that the sum of individual project goals will meet program goals.

"The Lawn Party: The Evolution of Federal Progr::: in Local

Settings," (Farrar, E. , et al , 1980) describes how the translation of

federal programs to local settings can be compared to lawn party.

The federal program is the occasion Inc the gathering, ,uld all of. ti n

guests (local administrators, teachers, parents, board mf_.:1!) have

come for different reasons, because they have differeht concerns at

home. Thus, they each hope to adapt one federal progra!s in different

ways depending on their local goals and needs, which in turn leads to

-a broad range of possible outcomes. This process may be similar to the

development of individual project goals. Alth7ugh pr()(jroili goals and



objectives will help to guide the formulation of project (Joills, a negoLi Lion

process must take place among Fenders, researchers and pr,!ci.itioners to yn-

sure that project goals meet local needs, while still wainLaining the

age between programs and projects. The outcomes desired hy the funding

agency, the outcomes desired by the aT2ncy conducting the project, and the

outcomes desired by LEA practitioners are often somewh6L different.

One might think of the goals of research as beincj the huh of a wheel,

with the spokes being programs and program goals. A nuA:h.n- of projects

would reinforce each spoke and in turn each project would Le supported hy

a number of local interpretations of the outputs of a project (see

Program and Project Relationship model below).
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Assessing Impact

Using program goals as a basis for specifying re5u1L.:; La obtained

through research also provides a means for assessing tiv: iimdad of

vocational education R & D, in the spirit of the mandoted PL 94-422.

Moore and Magisos (1977) supported this idea after reviewing the COVEU

report. They concluded that "total evaluation ought Lo be programmatic,

linking several projects together, so that summative ewiluation is

broadly based."

We define impact in our field as "measurable or ob!wmibla chawjes/

influences, positive or negative, that result from a vocational

education R & D program improvement activity." It is possible to assess

the impact of related individual projects, which combine La Form a pro-

gram, and to compare this assessment with the program gook which were

intended.

There are several advantages of working within the oi

programs, rather than projects:

1. It helps to eliminate the temptation by RCU's to

fund only low payoff, low risk projects becdnse

they have a high likelihood of showing a poit-;ve

impact, in order to fulfill PL 94-482 impact

requirements.

2. Individual project directors can see their project

efforts as contributing to an overall plan ilnd

of goals, thus tying their project goals and

assessment to a larger whole.

3. It may aid project directors in setting more

realistic and attainable expectations.

4. It encourages multiple-year efforts, thus relievih.j

the unrealistic urge to solve per prohl-it;

in a single year.

Although high risk, high payoff projects may not siif.)w impact within

five years they have the potential to contribute a great deal to research

knowledge. Assessing the impact of programs allows for funding some

individual projects which may fail, without seriously affecting the

overall attainment of program goals.
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Focusing on programs and program goals does not elimiw!te tho

need for designers of individual projects to determine their o.;:n goals

and methods of measuring impact. Each project needs to he responsible

for identifying outcomes and assessing impact throughout i.he funded

life of the project. Individual project goals and expected results

(outcomes) will vary according to the: (1) program of which it is

a part, (2) phase of the project (research, development, dissein-

ation), (3) target audience, (4) proposed R & D outputs, (5) dis-

semination strategies, (6) intended effect upon the target audience,

(7) extent of intended effect, and (8) method of proposed measure-

ment. Addressing these considerations during the proposal develoruent

phase of a research project will assist proposal writer:, with the

task of developing their required statements of intendd impact

(see Appendix A for samples of impact Statements).

The intended immediate impact of a project relate', to project

goals and much of this impact could he assessed during the funded

life of a project. The intended long range impact relates to

program goals and can be assessed as Oart of the evaluation of the

success of the total program. Time lapses between progrc:m phases

can be utilized to measure changes in participant behavior and the

effects of changes on their organizations. In addition, thc measure-

ment of effects resulting from the first phase of a proyjccm can he

conducted during succeeding program phases (Knox, 1979).

We believe this approach to specifying the extend.:d rruits of

research in vocational education has potential for d.':...rHning the

impact of R & D. By concentrating on programs, rath,i- :1r-ejects,

we believe that the funding agency, those who conduct plujects, and

those who are the target audiences of project effort!, ware likely

to see positive R & D impact.

We recognize that documenting the results of r,,,ar(.h in

.vocational education is costly, particularly the docum(:!nLition of
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ultimate impact. Appendix A is a tentative model statemmi.. or ii

to be included in a project proposal. Although it has been pared down

from more grandiose models, the budget required would still Le in the

thousands of dollars, and this estimate does not include the time that

the state staff and LEA staff would spend during the asessment.

We are really concerned with three aspects of impar.t. The first

is to increase awareness of the concept of R it air and to convinc:.

proposal writers, proposal reviewers and project monitors impact

and the assessment of impact are needed. This first step

relatively inexpensive.

The second and third steps are the actual productim of impact

and the documentation of this impact. Both of these can 1; y!ite

expensive for some projects. There seems to be litAle S;::11'W in

spending $5,000 on the impact of a $10,000 project. It i,, essential,

however, that each program (not necessarily each projecl:) H:a

impact, and have documentation of this impact. The of these

activities must be borne somehow, even if it rt.Ji.,ults in reJuction

of some research production. One of the major tasks faced hy our

project is how to reduce as far as possible the costs of impact and

impact assessment while increasing awareness of U. neel rar impact,

increasing the amount of impact, and increasing the docentaLion

of impact.
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Appendix A

PROPOSED MODEL IMPACT STATEMENT

Research Phase

The Project will disseminate the final report to the members of

the State Vocational Education R & D staff. Within two months after

delivery, a meeting of the State and Project staffs will be held to

discuss the report and exchange ideas on the findings. The immediate

impact of the Project will be to create an awareness of the state of

the art (of this topic) by 100% of the State staff. This impact will

be measured by attendance at the meeting and through ohervation of

the discussion. The ultimate impact will be the use of this report by

the State staff as a foundation for deVeloping guideline7. for a cur-

riculum development project. This impact will be achieved through

the State planning meetings and can be assessed by evidence of an

RFP for a curriculum development project based on this research,

within two years.

Development Phase

It is expected than an immediate impact of this Project will be

an increase in communication between home economics teachers in the 5

field test schools and the Project staff, resulting in curriculum

materials which are relevant to high school sophomore -J.udents' needs.

This will be achieved by monthly meetings between the Project Director

and teachers who are field testing the materials. k!,sment. cf this

impact will be made by an opinionaire sent to the tedchee at the end

of the field test period. It is expected that 907, o f the responding

teachers will indicate that there was ample opportunity For them to

provide input into the revisions and that an open co=JnicoLion network

had been achieved.

The curriculum materials will be disseminated to at least 150 high

school home economics teachers through four regional workshops con-

ducted by the Project Director. It is expected that of the



participants will adopt the curriculum materials within one year of

the workshop. This will be assessed by a follow-up mail survey. The

ultimate impact will be a significant increase in the enrollment of

the home economics child case program by students who have used the

new curriculum materials. This assessment will he made by comparing

results of a three year follow-up study with the baseline data

collected in this study.

Dissemination Phase

The curriculum materials on food safety will be disseminated to

100 ,-)r more practicing teachers of restaurant management at the

secondary school level. Regional workshops will be held by the

project director to provide an opportunity to discuss how the materials

can be used in or adapted to individual classroom situations. IL is

expected thA 707 of the teachers in attendance will try the materials

and adopt them for use in the classroom the semester following dis-

semination. This will be .Issessed by a random simple Lelephone

survey at the end of the scester. The of the curriculum

materials on high school seniors enrolled in restaurant m:e1;Igement

will be an increase in knowledge of food safety principles. This

impact will be assessed within one year by comparing the percentage

of students who used the new curriculum materials and passed the

state licensing exam on food safety to the overall percentage of

secondary students who passed the exam. It is expected that there

will be a significant difference between the two group in favor of

those who used the new curriculum materials.

The ultimate impact will he students will c)p::1:,.

knowledge of food safety on Lhe job by practicing :,are foA han_il in r.

This impact could be assessed three years after by

conducting case studies of five student,. 'who used Lhe li(2W curriculum.

The case studies would include on-the -joh observaLinn r nl in-dtTth

interviews with the student and employer to determine c.,HduH,:e or

application. Funding for this assessment is not reTie!.1cd HOW, and

conduct of it will he contingent on the needs of the sLiIe fur

documentation of ultimate impact.
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